BOOK REVIEWS/COMPTES RENDUS

BUILT FORMS AND SOCIAL REALITIES: A REVIEW ESSAY OF RECENT WORK ON CANADIAN HERITAGE STRUCTURES
This review essay began as a critique of recent work on the architectural histories of several Canadian cities but blossomed into a broader consideration of some of the links between academic research on Canadian historical landscapes and the debate to conserve some of the best and/or typical structures of that past.-*-While Alan Artibise and Gilbert Stelter have recently used the phrase "The Usable Urban Past"^ as an umbrella for essays on early 20th century planning and politics, it is clear that the built environment also contributes a significant urban past:
old buildings provide textural and cultural components that can and should enhance the quality of present and future Canadian cities.
The assumptions underlying such a belief are, for the most part, vague and are reflected in the variety of approaches towards the study of the built past.
These include romantic and nostalgic views, negative attitudes towards modern architecture, labelling for educational purposes, and also a perception of rehabilitation as an increasingly sensible way of cutting costs rather than embarking on expensive new construction.
The Canadian preservation movement is not easily defined. Its rationale is uncertain, both because of the relative infancy of volunteer groups and government agencies charged with conserving structures or streetscapes and also because the procedures vary considerably between different municipalities and provinces. Furthermore, both the feasibility and desirability of preservation, conservation, or rehabilitation have to be seen in the context of a society based on strongly defended property rights, tax disincentives, and a general historical insensitivity.
While the salience of property rights and the economic pressures to renew are in themselves complex issues that merit separate essays, this paper concentrates on the potentials and weaknesses of attempts to inculcate a historical sensitivity -namely the creation of a consciousness that the past is important and that a broad range of artifacts have important non-monetary value.
While many people might subscribe to the value of the past, only a clearly articulated and convincingly argued case for saving old buildings can possibly have currency in the face of strong market forces that are prompting the demolition or otherwise transforming structures for current needs.
The task of articulating heritage value has, until recently, been dominated by architectural historians.
Several recent publications that reflect their perspective are reviewed here along with examples of the growing literature describing various preservation strategies. Their strengths and shortcomings will be discussed.
The embryo exists of a more egalitarian approach to understanding and respecting the built environments of the past, which can be regarded as a broadening of the lens through which we see heritage landscapes. Vernacular structures, symbolic of ordinary men and women, are 124 increasingly given attention in community designations alongside the more impressive structures associated with famous or wealthy personages.
This new perspective may be regarded as an essential pre-condition for effective conservation.
However, since the whole designation procès s might be seen as an elitest exercise, even this broadening of the definitions might not provide a coherent paradigm for future conservation. Indeed, rehabilitation forces that are largely within the profit-oriented market place might continue to dominate the selection of elements of the past that are to be part of the urban future; accordingly effective heritage conservation might need to focus less on aesthetic arguments and more on the need for different tax incentives and desirable land-use mixes.
The Context for Conservation
In a society where the market place defines the quality of the environment , conservât ion perspectives need to be sensitive to pragmatic realities. Preservation can become business, but business always comes before preservation.
In Vancouver, the Birks Building on the prime real estate corner of Granville and Georgia Streets, had to come down so that the Bank of Nova Scotia could hoist its corporate logo higher than those of its four main competitors.
The same competition for height, symbolism, and modernity can be seen in one form or another from Victoria to St. John's.
Often only where the "historic district" is off-centre; i.e., where it does not occupy sites sought after for modern commerce, does it appear that "preservation" can take place. 
Some Recent Publications On Canadian Architectural History
Martin Segger, a respected and influential architectural historian, suggests in a co-authored book on Victoria, B.C. that regional history is clearly revealed through architecture. 2 He presents his case through four introductory essays on society, economy, technology, and aesthetics during Victoria's formative years, and folio w s these with four suggested tour guides to the architecture of the inner city. These are treated through illustrations (by Douglas Franklin) and descriptions of thirty-one buildings in "Old Town," sixteen houses in the James Bay district, some fourteen churches, and then twenty-nine buildings in a tour titled "Victoria's residence." Segger's introductory essays on the city's history rely far too heavily on flowery contemporary accounts and, like his selection of buildings for the residential tour, are a severely screened version of the past.
Persons living in Victoria seeking information about their house as part of that city's rich, residential landscape will be severely disappointed if they do not live in a sprawling Tudor Revival mansion or large houses in a few other styles. This is a book largely on Victoria as symbolized by structures associated with the small group of merchants and capitalists who were a dominant element of British Columbia's economy and society for so many years.
As such Segger offers a primer for only one strand of regional history in architecture. Even the description of the most impressive palace of them all, Robert Dunsmuir's Craigdarroch Castlej contains little indication about the root of his wealth, namely the coal mining towns of Vancouver Island where miners lived in company shacks. ^ For the most part, structures are described through the detailed biography of the business owner, or through the biography of the architect.
If there is no 'famous' owner or architect, then a building rarely is considered. "Owner unknown" or "architect unknown" is a label of last-resort, and a few structures, selected generally because they are located between more imposing buildings on suggested routes, are discussed under this heading. Naturally the architect is unknown, if a structure is the product of a pattern book floor plan; requiring a rarity/uniqueness biography makes it easy to treat a building as almost insignificant.
For example, Segger describes a house at 309 Simcoe (architect unknown) as a This might well reflect the small-town scale at which local pride and initiative can be harnessed.
Larger metropolitan centres might be vulnerable to limited "community patrol" that allows redevelopment forces a freer hand. This is not to say that the larger urban places must be abandoned to market forces. Issues and ideas can emerge that generate broad community consciousness. In Halifax, this broad unity has been largely established through the effort to maintain view corridors between the Citadel and the Harbour. In recent years that view has been increasingly eroded, and a very readable book by Elizabeth Pacey, The Battle of Citadel Hill^ traces post-war redevelopment schemes in Halifax. The various local and central Canadian actors are identified, particularly for the Scotia Square redevelopment scheme, and this book is a clear summary of a heritage battle without the forced framework that Denhez adopted for Vancouver's Gastown. This would seem to be a further suggestion for a grass roots focus, balanced by expertise that can contribute regional and national perspectives.
There is considerable room for optimism in the light of the recent intensification of research and action on heritage structures. In addition to the broadening of research on old buildings , two new directions by government agencies might be recognized.
First, agencies are providing more advice on how to balance pragmatically contemporary needs while maintaining past structures. For example, recent federal and provincial energy conservation programmes that encourage property owners to upgrade insulation and heating efficiency sometimes results in unsympathetic vinyl siding, new aluminum windows, etc., that radically alter the appearance of buildings. The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation has issued a we 11-i11 ustrated sixty page booklet on ways that maintenance and upgrading can still retain the character of a house. ° A second development includes literature 132 explaining the legislative background to heritage conservation attitudes, which is beginning to address the crucial question of compensation.
Section ll(4)of British Columbia's Heritage Conservation Act, for example, provides for compensation where designation can be shown to decrease the economic value of the building.
Financial incentive programmes for maintaining heritage structures similarly place heritage in a positive light rather than the more negative or prohibitory mood that has so often accompanied designation. ^ Fundamental factors such as the tax system and capital depreciation allowances -in a society where individuals tend to use their property for private rather than more broadly defined public goals -need further attention if heritage consciousness is to be successfully maintained.
Conclusion: The Past in the Present
Unless there is an understanding of the connections between the dynamic late twentieth century elements of a landscape and the relics from previous times, effective heritage celebration will be difficult, however much optimismcan be generated from current trends.
Rather than be polemic in supporting the totality of the past or future, there is a need for recognition of a sense of the value and necessity of continuity in time. 
